Vaccine Mandate – FAQs Second Edition
1. How can I verify that the company has received and acknowledged proof of my vaccination? To verify your
proof of vaccination was received, call the HII Employee Information Line at (877) 871-2058. Select option 2 for
Ingalls Shipbuilding, then option 1.
2. What vaccine will I get if vaccinated onsite? Ingalls offers FDA approved Pfizer vaccines onsite. Visit PfizerBioNTech COVID-19 Vaccine Overview and Safety | CDC for accurate information on the FDA-approved vaccine.
Employees must get the first shot of the Pfizer vaccine by November 3rd and the second shot by November 24th
to be fully vaccinated by December 8, 2021.
3. Where can I get vaccinated offsite? Ingalls has prepared a list of vaccination sites across south Mississippi and
west Mobile. Visit Community Vaccination Sites for more information.
4. Will subcontractor employees need to be vaccinated? Yes. The federal mandate, with limited exceptions,
applies to all subcontractors.
5. Will visitors need to be vaccinated? Yes. Visitors will be required to be vaccinated and show proof of
vaccination in order to receive a temporary badge. In extremely rare cases, the company may need to allow an
unvaccinated visitor onsite and when that occurs the visitor will be subject to additional safety requirements to
access the facility.
6. Do other shipyards have to adhere to the vaccine mandate? Yes. All shipyards with federal contracts must
adhere to the vaccine mandate.
7. If I am eligible for a medical or religious exemption, does it automatically mean my exemption can be
accommodated? No. The company may deny a request for accommodation if the request does not meet
requirements under the applicable laws.
8. If I am denied an accommodation for a medical or religious exemption, what do I do next? Responses will be
returned beginning October 22nd to allow you ample time to be fully vaccinated prior to the deadline of
December 8th. Key vaccination deadlines for each type of vaccine can be found on the Ingalls Coronavirus
website at ingalls.huntingtoningalls.com/coronavirus/.

9. I have questions about the vaccines, where can I learn more? Centers for Disease Control and Prevention has
reliable information on all available vaccines. Visit Vaccines for COVID-19 | CDC
10. What do I do if Johnson & Johnson shots are not available in the community as we get closer to the deadline?
While pursuing the single dose Johnson & Johnson vaccine is an acceptable method of complying with the
mandate, local supplies are running low and we encourage employees to plan accordingly.
11. How do I know which COVID-19 vaccine information sources are accurate? Before considering vaccine
information on the Internet, check that the information comes from a credible source and is updated on a
regular basis. Visit Centers for Disease Control and Prevention for details: Finding Credible Vaccine Information |
CDC.

